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What tools in 

disseminating 

demographic data and 

metadata does your 

NSO use? 
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• Our vision is that metadata and data go together.

• We are trying more and more to disseminate data always alongside of its

metadata.

• Our main tools for dissemination are:

• By topic

• By statistical programme

• Specialized tools:

• Indicators bank: search of indicators by topic with functionalities for visualizing

and downloading data in a variety of formats.

• Mapping tool: functionality to create cartograms with enriched layers and the

final data downloadable to the user.

Dissemination
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• Each topic contains a 

selected series of indicators

in a graph or tabular format.

• Reference to the source is

always available as a 

footnote to a specific graph.

• The user has access to the

data in tabular format within

the graph (default) and as a 

series of tables.

Topic search
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• We provide “Interactive

tabular data” of the main

indicators shown in each

topic.

• Referrals to basic metadata

is included.

Topic general structure
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• Interactive tabular data is useful

because users can select the

desired option and generate a 

file in a downloadable open 

format for their use.

• The tool used to generate this

interactive tabular data is PC-

Axis (a tool made by other

NSOs).

Interactive tabular data
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• Basic metadata is

included in the footnote.

Interactive tabular data
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• Maps are also

available

(wherever posible) 

for the same

indicators shown

by topic.

• The user can 

select additional

layers and can 

download a 

shapefile for all

layers selected.

Mapping

Data is available through a WMS service powered by geoserver (open 

source)
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• The user is linked by

topic to general purpose

applications that provide

the user with more 

detailed functionality and 

Access to data.

• One such tool is our

“indicators bank”.

Tools
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Indicators bank’s functionality by indicator 10



Access by statistical programme
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• Users can also

create their own

tables for the main

indicators of each

statistical programme.

• Predefined (by the

producer) tabular data 

is also available.

Tabular 

data
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• Whenever confidentiality allows, we

provide an anonymized version of

the data in several formats.

• If confidentiality applies, we provide

sample tables with the data 

structure so that users can create

their scripts and either:

• Run them in our data enclave

• Have us run their scripts to get

the results.

• A detailed description of the

structural metadata is necessary so 

that the user understands what the

data has.

Microdata
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• We have defined a standard 

for the documentation of the

database.

• The data dictionary is its main

component.

• The data producer has to

provide an Excel for which

each sheet is a table. Each

variable in a table is defined by

adding: description, mnemonic, 

question, valid values.

Microdata
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• In 2012 we adopted a Norm

for open data dissemination.

• All producers have to abide

by it and that format is made

available by statistical

programme.

• We rolled out a detailed

manual so that producers

know what metadata and data 

has to be included.

Open data
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• Each “package” contains a zip file with the same structure for all statistical

programmes. 

• Producers have to provide the catalogues used in the data in an open format.

• Data and its data dictionary as well as its metadata have to be made available

also in an open format.

Open data
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• For survey and census data, 

we have also adopted the DDI 

2.0 standard.

• We have a “national network

of metadata” where the user

can access the metadata in 

the DDI standard by statistical

programme.

Other metadata standards
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• Some international agencies require data in an SDMX format.

• Specific flows are made available in an SDMX-compliant format.

Other metadata standards

https://sdmx.snieg.mx/dataflows 18



How can we improve 

usability / 

discoverability / 

searchability? 
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• For usability improvement we have created a team whose purpose is to “defend” 

user’s needs.

• Industry practices such as user center design, segmentation, personas, A/B 

testing, etc are part of the toolbox for this team.

• Our main conceptual tool is to have a relatively fixed segmentation of our users.

• We define segments for which we design tools and products to consume data 

and metadata based upon their intended usage, needs and technical savvyness.

• Example of our segments:

• Policymaker

• Policy evaluator

• Data producer

• Researcher

• Analyst

Usability
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Accesibility (NQAF) is defined by the

user
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They do not know the data exists

They do not know in what way

the information can be used.

The products we make for them to

access the data are not useful for their

purposes/technical expertise.

A user has an accesibility gap when:
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For each “persona” we characterise their intended usage, 

technical expertise, the formats to which they are 

accustomed.

For each persona we define:

1.A set of products (compilation of data 

presentations) (GSIM definition of producto)

2.A set of promotion activities (webinars, tutorials, 

etc)

We create user profiles or “personas” for 

each segment so that we are able to

understand their intended uses for the data.

We seek to

“speak” in each

user’s terms



• Most of the usage in our website is based

on referrals (from search tools such as 

Google and from social networks such as 

Facebook).

• Most of our work so far to improve

discoverability has been based on

improving our SEO.

• The main tool we use for this is Google 

search console

(https://search.google.com/)

• This allows us to include an enriched

search maps in a way that users can better

find what they need while searching the

web in their preferred search engine.

Data discoverability
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• We are currently developing an algorithm with our data science team to improve

our website’s search engine.

Data discoverability
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• We are using graphs to

create an enrich semantic

versión of the way different

concepts interconnect.

• In that way, we are 

“breaking” a user’s question

into different pieces and do a 

probabilistic match to our

information inventory. 

Data discoverability
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What features should 

DYB’s future data 

dissemination have? 
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• Adopt a metadata standard.

• Based on the type of data the DYB has, probably SDMX would be the best bet.

• That would require defining a DSD.

• For strategic input and technical support, I would recommend contacting the 

SDMX group.

• Characterize and segment your userbase.

• Trying to attend to all users needs is imposible.

• Segment your core users and charaterise them (via semi structured interviews 

of a representative group of 5-6 users per segment is usually enough to get a 

sense of their intended usage and pain)

• Based your strategy for new features on your core user’s needs, pain points and 

technical savvyneess.

• Always design with the intended user’s perspective and needs in mind.

Some recommendations
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